
















Women’s fiction, poetry, drama and non-fiction represent the complex nexus of continuity and change in the British consciousness following the Second World War. They revise residual myths that the 1940s spawned an homogeneously egalitarian culture which evolved into a classless Britain in the 1950s, that feminism was an anachronism and that literature was exhausted. These essays extend histories of postwar literary trends which tend to concentrate on the novel, to the exclusion of other genres. They restore the cultural and literary significance of women as readers and writers, examining their various transmutations of international, national and domestic politics. The woman-centred writing illuminated in this collection also enhances the tradition-in-process of women’s literature which often shifts between conventional categories. In this period, women’s artistic practice negotiates between the realism and fantasy variously associated with high modernist, popular ‘middlebrow’ and prewar liberal realist writing. 
The promise of Clement Atlee’s 1945 labour government to remove inequality and deprivation with the miracle cure of a welfare state was partially successful. There were much trumpeted changes in dole, income, health and education but they were allegedly thwarted by the realities of austerity, notably rationing did not end until 1954. However, cultural revisionists question the reliability of the narratives which constructed egalitarianism as a genuine article in the first place.​[1]​ For a start, Richard Hoggart’s seminal The Uses of Literacy (1958) registers the perpetuity of the ‘us’ and ‘them’ oppositions encoded in literature, the media and institutionalised education. Other records of the period also unsettle the image of ‘one society’ achieved during and after the Second World War and suggest that nationalism, as much as the economy, trampled the democratic dream. The gradual devolution of colonial rule, the fear of communism and the large immigration from the West Indies, starting with the Windrush in 1948, combined to challenge the notion of Englishness which had been integral to the sense of the war’s success. Furthermore, nostalgic notions of English identity advertised in conservative public rhetoric collided with the increasingly popular and available Americanised entertainment industry. As Harry Hopkins remembered it:

The peculiar psychological condition of the British at the end of the forties, suspended between the old England that was dying and the new England that was yet to be born, had endowed the American article with a quite peculiar potency.​[2]​

In 1939, 19 million attended the cinema weekly and in 1945 this number had risen to 30 million. In 1954 there were 28,000 cinemas and 40,000 in 1965, although cinema going decreased between 1954 and 1959 due to the surge of television—TV ownership increased from 4% of the population in 1950 to 80% in 1960. 
Film and television which threatened British literary tradition and authority inevitably also forced literary innovation. There were new sproutings from the cross-fertilisation between Britain and America and between traditional genres and popular media Although work has been done to rescue the British novel from blanketing depictions of an exhausted formally low-key literary activity, the particular vibrancy of women’s writing has been less celebrated.​[3]​ There is a growing body of criticism on the cultural and literary significance of established novelists such as Elizabeth Bowen, Iris Murdoch, Doris Lessing and Muriel Spark. As widely read were Nancy Mitford, Elizabeth Taylor, Barbara Pym, Vera Brittain, Agatha Christie and Rosemary Sutcliff whose novels reveal the desires and power of women as consumers in this period. Poets and playwrights, meddling with oppositional prescriptions of gender, class and nation, conjunctively confuse conventional literary distinctions. As Gill Plain states, this process was happening in women’s fiction before and during the Second World War:

The blending of detective fiction with historical sagas and the later flowerings of the modernist aesthetic will also, I hope, serve to continue the process, begun by Alison Light (1991) of breaking down the boundaries between high and low cultures that function only to limit and constrain our analysis of the period.​[4]​

The interchange between literary and popular referentiality is particularly exploited by women writing in this period; arguably, they were liberated by the vocabularies of postwar democracy and the appetite for fantasy. 


In postwar Britain, many women writers were alienated from the patriotic feminine ideal sentimentalised by popular ideology and disparaged by male-dominated literary enclaves. They tended to a complicated relationship with national pride when they were disenchanted by Britain’s imperialistic discourses but had enjoyed the emancipation of wartime activity. However, they also tended to avoid explicit gender politics because any championing of women’s rights contradicted the assumptions of government and media machinery. Their roles were clearly prescribed and officially, at least, given high value. Women had been hailed as heroines during the war and afterwards, their prime functions, as wives and mothers, became elevated through social provisions, notably the family allowance in 1945. Domestic work was professionalised and the home glamorised as the centre of social stability. Women married younger and were adorned with labour-saving devices to free their energy for bearing the nation’s future and for attending to their husbands. Anecdotally, the first production of Daz washing powder was accompanied by a free daffodil; a household chore was typically packaged in feelgood terms which a woman would be churlish to contradict. 
The welfare state enhanced the dominant ideology of family as the microcosm of national health. As Harry Hopkins recorded soon after the fifties:

In the old battle of “Women’s Rights” little remained but mopping-up operations. For thirty years Governments had saluted the principle of equal pay for equal work while protesting that, unfortunately, the financial position made this quite, quite impossible. Then, suddenly, in 1955, in the civil service and in teaching the thing was done. The long-standing civil service rule barring the employment of women after marriage had been dropped a little earlier. Almost without a fight, the last male strongholds were falling. In 1946 even the foreign office had opened its doors to women. In the Fifties, Oxford (and later Cambridge) overcame its traditional monasticism at least to the point of removing the historic quota limitation on women undergraduates, which the Warden of Wadham now boldly declared to have been “most foolish, out-of-date, finicky”. Women’s “societies” were at last admitted to be “colleges” with full status opening up—theoretically—the possibility of a woman Vice-Chancellor and women proctors. And if the Oxford Union still wavered, the House of Lords in January 1959 grasped the nettle and resolved on a motion of Lord Reading to do what it had hitherto repeatedly refused to do—admit hereditary peeresses in their own right. A powder room was installed—the first women life peers had been introduced the previous October. By the end of the Fifties, only the church, the London Stock exchange, the Jockey Club and a few Pall Mall clubs continued to hold out.
	Yet to the veterans of the Cause, the victory seemed somehow hollow.​[5]​

The underside to pervasive ideologies of domestic fulfilment hinted at here has not been obvious since it was difficult for women to express disaffection with the public cause when eroding English colonial strongholds, communist upheavals and increasing nuclear power engendered shared human concerns for peace and justice; additionally, the uncertainties of population decline and housing shortages stifled any murmuring about inequality for women in employment; men needed rehabilitation into an employment market which was different from the one which they had left and women were in demand as a labour force. In 1951, 20% of women were working and this figure rose to 32% in 1961. Research by the British Federation of university women found that only ten per cent desired more career opportunities for married women and 40% were engaged in some employment after marriage, often part-time. 
New developments in BBC radio and the spreading ownership of television disseminated family values with programmes such as Watch with Mother (1950). The increasing number of women’s magazines in the immediate postwar years idealised happy families and trained women in home economics, such as making do with ration books. By the mid-Fifties, 12 million women were reading women’s magazines twice a week from a field of fifty and new ones were still being launched.​[6]​ These magazines concentrated on mothering, domestic knowledge and, famously, instructions for the good wife.​[7]​ As prosperity developed in the 1950s, women’s role as consumers was heightened and they became prime targets of the fashion industry. Perfect models of women who combined moral wisdom, utility and glamour were exaggerated by the influx of American films and musicals, such as Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1953) and West Side Story (1957). Thus, in the 1950s, men and women were presented with images of woman as fulfilled wife and mother who was still a domestic genius, but also now a sexually appealing one—Marilyn Monroe was, of course, the fifties icon of sexual femininity. Following the war, there was a flourishing black market in nylons, chocolate, perfume and other scarce pleasures.
Feminist history acknowledges and interprets the unwelcome fact that universalising ideologies of gender were seductive to many women. At the same time, it contests the myth of corporate feminist inertia. In 1950, the Manchester Guardian published the research of Eva Hubback which stated that 40% of women did not want a job and 20% had help in the house by their husbands at week-ends. However, 50% were unduly bored: 

The cause of reasonable feminism has been virtually won. These developments have had the effect of glossing over the differences between the sexes. For biological reasons there is sexual division of labour, but culturally women have the same needs and desires as men. The new advance must be in the direction of so organising home life and the education of girls that women are competent to bring up families without so much sacrifice of health and personality that they are unable to return to a broader life in middle age when they will not only contribute to the community through their work but find life worth living outside the immediate family.​[8]​

From 1947 to 1952 a conference ran on the Feminine Point of View. It was attended by a number of key women and culminated in a report published in 1952.​[9]​ Gertrude Williams’ paper Women and Work (1945), part of The New Democracy Series, elevated consciousness about the new possibilities for women.​[10]​ Some Mills and Boon books presented positive images of women in jobs.​[11]​The ‘Special Number on Women’ of the journal The Twentieth Century illuminates the debate between and within women about their emancipation.​[12]​ There were still women’s organisations, although the Women’s Freedom League was the only one with any militancy. The Six Point Group waged war against financial inequalities and support for women’s need for childcare and pensions. Other groups were Women in Westminster, the Status of Women Group, Open Door Council and the National Council of Women. The wave of divorce and illegitimacy also undermines conservative nostalgia about postwar traditional family values. In 1945 there were 25,000 divorce cases and 50,000 by 1947. According to the Marriage Guidance Council, 40% of girls under twenty were pregnant on their wedding day and one quarter of all births were illegitimate. This Council and other organisations were set up to stem the rising tide of divorce. The large number of cases was, of course, partially accounted for by service men and women who had struck up wartime alliances. 
The Women’s Liberation Movement of the 1960s, which was germinating underground during the nineteen fifties, was undoubtedly nourished by the English publication of Simone De Beauvoir’s The Second Sex in 1953. De Beauvoir contested the claims of social equality and pointed to women’s psychological repression: 

The privileged place held by men in economic life, their social usefulness, the prestige of marriage, the value of masculine biology, all this makes women wish ardently to please men. Women are still, for the most part, in a state of subjection. It follows that woman sees herself and makes her choices not in accordance with her true nature in itself, but as man defines her.​[13]​   

Ten years on, in The Feminine Mystique (1963), Betty Friedan’s seminal survey of women in America over the years 1942 to 1959 unwrapped the deadly ‘dailyness’ of prescribed femininity which had suffocated women. Friedan diagnosed ‘Housewives fatigue’ which the professionals had concealed:

The suburban doctors, gynaecologists, obstetricians, child guidance, clinicians, paediatricians, marriage counsellors and ministers who treat women’s problems have all seen it, without putting a name to it, or even reporting it as a phenomenon. What they have seen confirms that for woman, as for man, the need for self-fulfilment—autonomy, self-realisation, independence, individuality, self-actualisation—is as important as the sexual need.​[14]​ 

The ‘problem that has no name’, which drove women in America to tranquillisers, alcohol and psychiatrists, was a sense of failure to live up to unattainable ideals. Both single women, discarded as awkward abnormalities, or married women who had the lot—husband, home, children and the opportunity to work—suffered an unpresentable void. In Britain, the same climate of suppressed desires is evident in British records including women’s novels of psychic breakdown such as Veronica Hull’s The Monkey Puzzle (1958), Edna O’Brien’s The Country Girls (1961), Jennifer Dawson’s The Ha-Ha (1961) and Dora Lessing’s early 1960s novels. Women’s fiction thus records their cultural restrictions but also has the potency to imaginatively transcend them—albeit temporarily. The activity of writing manufactured an alternative subjectivity and subculture for both writer and reader. Many authors appropriated, developed or subverted the formulaic conventions of popular fantasies while pressing upon the boundaries of traditional ‘realist’ representations. 
The diversionary appeal of many women’s texts both enhances and occludes their subversions of idealistic constructions of social propriety. Stevie Smith’s essay ‘A London Suburb’ (1949) characteristically cracks the protective shell of British decency:

It would be wrong to suppose that everything always goes well in the suburbs. At number 71, the wife does not speak to her husband, he is a gentle creature, retired now for many years from the Merchant Navy. He paces the upstairs rooms. His wife sits downstairs; she is a vegetarian and believes in earth currents; she keeps a middle-aged daughter in subjection. At Number 5, the children were taught to steal the milk from the doorsteps. They were clever at this, the hungry dirty children. Their father was a mild man, but the mother loved the violent lodger. When they were sent to prison for neglecting the children, the lodger bailed the mother out but let the father lie.
Life in the suburb is richer at the lower levels. At these levels the people are not self-conscious at all, they are at liberty to be as eccentric as they please, they do not know that they are eccentric. At the more expensive levels the people have bridge parties and say of their neighbours, “they are rather suburban”.
… And behind the fishnet curtains in the windows of the houses is the family life—father’s chair, uproar, dogs, babies and radio. ​[15]​

Stevie Smith offers both a pastiche and parody of the ‘ordinariness’ and understatement typical of writing in this period. Her measured assertion of social order draws attention to the sanitised or prejudiced versions of respectable English routine which studiously veil class differences and domestic strife. The works in this book penetrate the worlds behind and beyond ‘the fishnet curtains’.
‘The quarrel will go on as long as men and women fail to recognise each other as equals; that is to say, as long as femininity is perpetuated as such’, concludes De Beauvoir in The Second Sex. To what extent do the woman-centred texts of this period draw the curtains on the literary feminine? Nicola Beauman’s features of twentieth-century women’s novels before this period still prevail: War, Surplus Women, Feminism, Domesticity, Sex, Psychoanalysis, Romance and Love.​[16]​ Writers in this collection indicate women’s complex relationship with the raised status of home and domestic labour since it was both politically progressive and regressive. They draw attention to women’s nature and roles but rarely debate them explicitly. However, self-sacrifice, a wartime virtue for men and women but returned to women afterwards, becomes more scrutinised in the available currency of psychoanalytical concepts of repression. Marriage and motherhood are represented as secure but often as stunting mental and spiritual growth while divorce and adultery feature more openly. Literary spinsters, like Stevie Smith’s parodic ‘middle-aged daughter’, warrant attention for their psychological mutations of the stereotyped single woman. Women’s sensuality and sexuality are exposed, although ‘the body’ was still a vexed site of representation. 
The central question of what constitutes masculinity and femininity and the line between them vibrates in many works. These essays suggest that women writers prioritised women’s economic and political equality over validating female distinctness. One strong thread is the cross-gendering of sexual identity in ‘masculine femininity’ or ‘female masculinity’. Domesticity was advocated by some but a social conscience and global issues also feature in many women’s consciousness; interestingly, the wife in Stevie Smith’s suburb ‘is a vegetarian and believes in earth currents’. There is more attention to institutional politics, often manifest in scepticism towards postwar optimism about the new welfare state in Britain, the new Europe and colonial release abroad. 
The writers’ emphasis on constructed gendering invites materialist feminist readings and references to De Beauvoir occur in at least four chapters. Although my thematic arrangement does not offer a linear journey through women’s social activities or developments in literary practice, the Chronology is intended to aid contextualising the works according to contemporary socio-literary events and trends. I could have arranged the chapters by genre, but the two on poetry and one on film and drama are swamped by the dominance of novel and short story. The non-fiction extracts tend to operate as secondary material but offer polemical anxieties and beliefs to accompany the literary works. The traditionally popular genres of romance, historical and detective fictions provide devices for examining current cultural conditions via dreamscape and fantasy; in poetry and drama the political impulse is obliquely manifest in the eschewal of the contemporary world, through idealisation, spiritual quest or the alternative realism of the past. This collection also provides the scope to concentrate on particular writers: Sylvia Townsend Warner features in three chapters and there are two on Doris Lessing. The reputations of Barbara Pym and Elizabeth Taylor as uncritical recorders of middle class life are reconsidered by Clare Hanson and Linden Peach respectively. 
The four sections—The Legacy of War; The Home; Love, Gender and Marriage; Across the Threshold: spirituality, colonisation and subjectivity—indicate the dominant preoccupations of the writers, which do, of course, cut across my rather crude partitions. The immediate past of the war forms the first section of this book but psychological fragmentation and alienation are identified throughout. Home, a symbol of order and disorder, the stage on which the dynamics of old and new is played out domestically and globally, is an especially recurring signifier for women’s competing impulses of advance and retreat. In Part One, Elizabeth Maslen’s opening essay illuminates how old and new oppositions apply to postwar nostalgia for mythical prewar stability against dreams and disappointments concerning a new egalitarian era, to the difference between generations and to the review of class identities which had been muddled by the levelling experiences of war work and evacuation. As before the war, there were ‘old’ feminist drives for equality alongside ‘new’ impulses for celebrating emancipated and sexualised femininity. Additionally,

Postwar women were not only concerned with domestic issues; the revelations of the Holocaust, Hiroshima, and the onset of the Korean War and, in Europe, the Cold War all helped to construct their visions of the future. (Maslen)

Women’s involvement in war work had propelled their engagement with national and international politics, but they do not show symptoms of nationalistic fervour. The nostalgia which has characterised the postwar collective consciousness is both sustained and subverted, as Julia Briggs demonstrates in Elizabeth Bowen’s fiction. Bowen’s short stories, novels and essays which document the authentic struggle to retain a coherent psyche in postwar disillusion and dissolution are an antidote to sentimental depictions of community cheeriness in adversity. Briggs identifies the political resonances in Bowen’s writing, even in the imaginative dimensions of the uncanny and inexplicable. Linden Peach’s survey of crime writing identifies the tension between innovation and conservatism concerning traditional notions of Englishness and gender. He identifies how Agatha Christie’s big house settings represent the confusion and complexity of postwar Britain. Christie was sceptical of the welfare state and utilitarian Britain in 4.50 from Paddington while They Do It With Mirrors unsettles gender constructions with androgynous and eccentric characterisation. Betty Kane in Josephine Tey’s The Franchise Affair is a criminalised distortion of girlhood innocence which was prevalent in interwar schoolgirl fiction. St Trinian cartoons were first published as a book in 1947. In Opening Night, Ngaio Marsh similarly employs the transgressions allowed by the genre to ruffle society’s drapes of decency. 
Claire Tylee looks at adaptations of women’s novels to film and particularly draws attention to conflicts over Jewish-British identities. The Ministry of Information was set up when war was declared to censor the media and women playwrights particularly encountered state control. Britain lagged behind America in adapting women’s novels to stage and screen and in addressing racial tensions; anti-semitism was a closed subject in official British discourse. In 1946, the 43 group was formed by ex-service men and women to combat anti-semitic activity. Yvonne Mitchell’s popular The Same Sky (1947) dramatises the culture of a working-class Jewish family in London. The peculiar difficulties of Jewishness and ‘belonging’ are also considered by Sarah Sceats in Betty Lee Miller’s Farewell Leicester Square and by Alice Entwistle with reference to Denise Levertov. 
As represented in Part Two, ‘The Home: Retreat and Restraint’, the domicile was the locus for enacting different models of marriage and family. The recurring motif is women’s relationship with domesticated femininity; the absence of it in some works indicates denial or oppositional self-definition. John Brannigan identifies Elizabeth Taylor’s manoeuvres between the conservative yearning for a mythical prewar security and a feminist critique of conservative ideologies of the family. Like Bowen’s voyages into the mysterious, the features of gothic fantasy allow an uncertain narrative perspective which in turn allows an ambivalence about home—the sphere of paradoxical ‘familial intimacy and patriarchal oppression’. The fantastic both displaces and exposes the characters’ (and readers’) alienation from the modern word. Sarah Sceats looks at the dynamic of belonging and homelessness by Bowen, Miller and Spark. In Memento Mori (1959) Spark especially intimates that ‘at home’ is an unachievable concept in this world. Alice Entwistle examines the ‘terrible joy’ of female authorship in Denise Levertov’s knotty relationship with the domestic and her triple alienation as an Anglo-American woman and poet:

For the (married) woman writer of the early postwar period, where the home offers emotional security it denies intellectual freedom. At the same time, however, enshrining the relationships and resources from which she draws material and spiritual inspiration, the domestic sphere prompts self-expression, paradoxically offering the chance of escape from its confines. For Levertov, the domestic was charged with subversive potential. As she says, “My politics and my muse happen to get on very well together”.

Entwistle applies Levertov’s poetics of the domestic to earlier writing. She also provides an incisive survey of the female postwar poetry scene, which has been dominated by The Movement. 
Part Two runs into Part Three which magnifies the sexual politics in works where love is controversially often distinguished from marriage. Mary Joannou points to Nancy Mitford’s Pursuit of Love as a record of her readers’ desire for glamour and excitement: ‘the public appetite for narratives concerned with passion, adultery, feminine misconduct and the English aristocracy’. Mitford’s novel offers a prototype of independent woman unencumbered by domestic responsibilities which prefigures the social and sexual revolution of the 1960s. Joannou also places Nancy Mitford in a neglected tradition of women’s comic writing. Her irony distances romantic idealism from the dull and oppressive realities of women’s lives which the escapades of wartime had exaggerated. Apart from Mary Joannou’s chapter, romance is not the dominant template. As Diana Wallace points out, the tagging of ‘romance’ rather than ‘fiction’ to ‘historical’ has denigrated the wide corpus of women’s historical fiction which bulged during and after the war. These novels investigate and connect the so-called ‘popular’ and ‘serious’ traditions. Like the tool of the gothic or uncanny, retreat into history is a device for both escaping from and evaluating the conditions which women experience at the moment of writing. It frees them to comment on taboo subjects, such as male and female homosexuality or patriarchal injustices, through the distance of the past. These works provide a vocabulary with which to interrogate contemporary concerns about gender roles and world affairs. Kathy Bell discusses women’s forays into male mindsets and activity through the adventurous cross-genderings of Cecil Woodham Smith, Rosemary Sutcliff and Mary Renault. These include intimate male partnerships, appropriately set in ancient Rome, which present men with conventionally female attributes. These writers also conflate ancient power systems with the colonisations familiar to their twentieth-century readers. ‘Female masculinity’, especially as a resistance to postwar ideals of femininity in marriage, is explored by Tammy Grimshaw in Iris Murdoch’s fiction. 
Part IV explores women’s treatment of the socialised self; notably they dissolve the reductive opposition between ‘private’ and ‘public’ worlds and the myth of women’s disengagement from global politics. Two enlightening chapters on Doris Lessing, by Kate Fullbrook and Susan Watkins, signal her importance to the nineteen fifties, as to a canon of twentieth-century women’s writing: 

Lessing’s fiction can profitably be read in terms of questions of race, nationalism, postcolonialism, class, generational conflict and misapprehension, the treatment of those who violate expectations of normality (whether physical or mental), violence, and, of course, gender. (Fullbrook)

She was regarded as a radical realist, although Watkins suggests that she became more critical of the realist novel by the end of the fifties. Subversively, Lessing indicates the war’s positive effects of fragmenting complacent essentialising and hegemonising notions of the human: ‘The “monstrosity” of Hitler’s Germany is persistently seen as relative rather than absolute when set alongside the Soviet Union and the history of British colonialism’ (Watkins). In this period, Lessing controversially examines hybridity, especially regarding inter-racial sexuality (Sadly, the silence of black women writers prevails in the 1950s.​[17]​) She seems ahead of her time in presenting subjectivity as process, ‘a confluence of the historical, the social, the sexual and the psychological, mixed with the peculiarly and often accidentally individual’ (Fullbrook).
Clare Hanson argues that Barbara Pym appropriates anthropological enquiry ‘to lay bare a society riven by conflict and power struggle, especially in relation to gender’. Pym engaged with contemporary debates about the divergent anthropological theories of Radcliffe Brown and Levi-Strauss which represent essentialist and constructivist versions of subjectivity. Pym also dramatises the period’s dilemma between agnosticism and faith. In poetry, these poles were embodied by Philip Larkin and T.S. Eliot. I had to overcome my disinterest in this period’s women poets and address the feminist avoidance of Elizabeth Jennings in particular. I concluded that her poetry transmutes the isolation of the woman artist who was acutely alienated from ideologies of domestic married femininity. For Jennings, as for other successful poets‚ Kathleen Raine, Ruth Pitter, Anne Ridler and Edith Sitwell, imaginative expression of spiritual quest asserts an autonomous subjectivity, albeit via mystical union. Likewise, the lyric’s atemporality affords an alternative space for the female imagination and indicates the writers’ distance from the worlds they inhabit. However, I have to acknowledge their unifying desire for intimate relationship.
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